
Crime Scene 

 

 

 

Date March 4, 2023 Orientation Time 7:15 

Location Eastland Career Center 
4465 S Hamilton Rd, 

Groveport, OH 43125 

Contest Time 7:30 

Purpose To evaluate a team’s ability to conduct a crime scene investigation. 

Testing Yes (as part of the overall contest) 

Eligibility 1 team for every 50 members enrolled in program 

Clothing Work Attire:  Field specific work clothing required for the work environment or 
that matches the service conditions for the contest. This may include jeans if 
they are clean and professional looking and are accepted in the respective field 
(no holes or overly soiled pants). Work shoes or boots with a hard sole or anti-
slip properties (steel toes may be required – refer to Provided by Contestant 
section below). Clothing should be as such that it will not get caught in moving 
equipment or power tools. School uniforms may be worn if they meet the above 
requirements with all identifiers covered. 
 

Provided by 
Contestant 

Professional Resume 
CEP Level 1 
Emergency Medical Forms (Contests must have this to compete)  
Verification of Tool Training and Safety (Contest Specific See forms on 
SkillsUSA Ohio Web site): 
 

1. Crime scene kit containing materials necessary to conduct a crime scene 
investigation, e.g., fingerprint cards, brushes, powder, crime scene tape, 
packaging equipment for a variety of evidence, any necessary forms 
needed to properly document a crime scene, personal protective 
equipment, etc. 

2. Wristwatch 
3. Field notebook, pens and pencils (field notebook will be turned in with 

any forms and documentation during the contest) 
4. Flashlight 
5. Digital camera (any style as long as the photographs can be 

transferred from the digital camera to a laptop computer) 
6. Laptop computer with a flash drive that can be removed for photo 

and report retrieval  
*Cell phones and other electronic devices are prohibited from the contest 
area unless otherwise approved by the contest coordinator. 



 Contest Skilled Performance 
Standards 

 

CSI 1.0 - Demonstrate or explain 
activities prior to conducting a 
crime scene search. 

 

 

CSI 3.0 - Properly search for, 
collect and remove physical 
evidence from a crime scene. 

 
 
CSI 7.0 - Work together as a 
professional team to conduct a 
crime scene investigation.  

 
 
Please review the 2022-2023 
SkillsUSA National Tech 
Standards for detailed 
information on each skilled 
performance standard. 

Aligned ODE Law and Public Safety 
Career Field Technical Content 
Standard Outcomes 

 

Outcome 7.1 Investigative Process 

 

 

 

Outcome 7.1 Investigative Process 

 
 

 
Outcome 7.1 Investigative Process 

Outcome 1.1 Employability Skills 

 
 
 
Above Outcomes can be found in the 
following ODE courses: 
170914 Investigations and Forensics in 
Criminal Investigations 

 

 


